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ReNUWIt is the National Science Foundation (NSF)
funded Engineering Research Center (ERC) for
Re-inventing the Nation’s Urban Water Infrastructure.
Launched in 2011, ReNUWIt is the first ERC dedicated
to civil infrastructure and water systems.

Seismic Design Team Wins 2nd at EERI Annual Meeting

Catherine Gorlé was appointed Assistant Professor
in CEE in 2016. Prof. Gorlé received her PhD at the
Von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Environmental
and Applied Fluid Dynamics in 2010.

Rishee Jain was appointed Assistant Professor in
CEE in 2016. Prof. Jain received his PhD from Columbia
University in 2013.
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NOTE FROM CHAIR

Welcome
What an important time it is to be in Civil & Environmental Engineering! In just
the past few months, we have witnessed the devastating effects of Hurricanes
Harvey, Irma, and Maria, and the massive damage and destruction of infrastructure
in the Mexico City earthquake.
Our department is remarkably well-equipped to tackle the many new challenges
we face in developing more sustainable, resilient urban environments. Recent
faculty hires are enabling us to leverage our long-standing strengths, in areas like
structural and environmental engineering, to undertake cutting-edge research
incorporating novel approaches such as sensing and data analytics. And our many
collaborative research efforts not only bridge across programs within CEE, but
with other departments and groups within Stanford University and beyond.
Let me briefly highlight just a few of our faculty’s many noteworthy research
accomplishments over the past year.
• John Dabiri established a new wind energy field laboratory, aimed at
optimizing turbine configuration and design to reduce the cost, size, and
impact of wind farms.
• Dick Luthy developed a new, more diversified approach for reinventing water
supply in dry cities.
• Ray Levitt spearheaded an inaugural Digital Cities Summit, focusing on what
engineers can do to ensure that humanity flourishes in cities of the future.
• Mark Jacobson built a roadmap demonstrating the feasibility of a 100%
transition to clean power for 139 countries by 2050.
• Jack Baker proposed a new approach to more strategically assess where to
shore up urban infrastructure to better withstand earthquakes, focusing on
San Francisco’s fire-fighting water supply.
• Craig Criddle began large-scale testing of novel technologies for the recovery
of clean water and energy from wastewater at the newly opened Codiga
Resource and Recovery Center.
• Mike Lepech engaged undergraduates in a year-long effort to transform
Stanford’s Roble Hall to function sustainably.
• Sarah Billington, Oliver Fringer, and David Freyberg created a new model
for more accurately assessing the vulnerability of bridges to collapse during
flooding events.
Throughout this newsletter, we offer a few snapshots of our exceedingly active
community of engineers. You can find out more via the newsfeed on our website,
cee.stanford.edu/news. We would be delighted to hear from you and learn
about what you’ve been up to since your time in CEE, and welcome emails at
cee-departmentchair@stanford.edu. I sincerely hope that you will remain an
active member of our alumni community!

Lynn Hildemann,
Department Chair of
Civil and Enviromental
Engineering
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Digital Cities Summit
Over the last year, the Stanford
Global Projects Center has
introduced a new program to its
research areas focused on Digital
Cities. Read on to learn about
the program’s goals and the first
annual Digital Cities Summit.
The Digital Cities program aligns
with the Department’s and
Sustainable Design and Construction
group’s changing focus on sustainability for groups of buildings
and integrated infrastructure
systems in neighborhoods and
cities, rather than focusing on
individual sustainable building or
infrastructure assets. This broader
focus on the sustainability of cities
has been evolving in recent
years through the department’s
Sustainable Urban Systems
initiative. GPC Director Ray Levitt
and Executive Director Mike Steep
offered a Digital Cities Summit
last fall which attracted strong
interest from academics inside
and outside of Stanford as well as
companies. They launched this
new research thrust within the
Global Projects Center in January
of 2017.

The GPC believes the increasing
amount of big data gathered from
multiple sources in cities represents a new kind of infrastructure
that could enhance the access
and quality of city services to the
rapidly growing number of urban
residents while generating exciting
new business opportunities
for businesses within cities. The
Digital Cities program researches
commercial markets within cities
versus working directly with city
governments to influence investment in infrastructure and markets.
The advent of companies like
Uber, Airbnb, and autonomous cars
and drones that can gather data
as they roam around cities are
examples of new business models
for urban markets. Key technologies underlying these markets
include distributed sensors for data
acquisition and emerging software
for data integration, anonymization, cybersecurity protection and
analysis. A central challenge is
understanding how to gain insight
from the data collected by widespread technology and to predict
human or systems behavior,
while guarding citizens’ privacy
and protecting the data against
cyber-attacks.
The GPC’s Digital Cities program
now has 13 corporate affiliate
members crossing multiple
industries and markets. The GPC
sees many projects emerging
from the program including a new
sensor-optimized robotics aeroponics farming concept, work on a
breakthrough city visual modeling
program, predictive analytics for
financial and insurance applica-

tions, and many others. In each
case, GPC’s affiliates members offer
advice on problems that they
face as a way to help focus research
by cross-disciplinary teams of
researchers.
GPC is planning its Second Annual
Digital Cities Summit on February
26-27, 2018. The goal of the summit
is to bring together technology
experts from academia, government
and new businesses from around
the world with corporate executives
responsible for developing R&D
and new commercial markets for
urban centers. The first summit
provided an opportunity to hear
visionary keynote presentations
highlighting emerging trends in
technologies and lifestyles that
will shape the way digital cities are
developed in the coming decades.
In her keynote introduction at
the first annual summit, Stanford
Provost and former Stanford Dean
of Engineering, Persis Drell, shared
her optimism for the event and
stated, “The organizers of this conference hope that the confluence
of these trends will open up a host
of new business models for both
governments and private firms to
adopt and, hopefully, make
infrastructure services even more
robust and accessible.”
To see highlights and videos
from the first summit, including
Drell’s keynote, please visit here:
https://gpc.stanford.edu/digitalcities-program
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“The organizers of this conference hope
that the confluence of these trends will open
up a host of new business models for both
governments and private firms to adopt and,
hopefully, make infrastructure services
even more robust and accessible.”
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BELOW LEFT: CEE Professors Craig Criddle,

Rishee Jain, Ram Rajagopal, and
Mark Jacobson speaking on a panel
with Sameer Sharma (GM at Intel)
on “The Imperatives: Urban Resources
& the Grid.”

Ocean Modeling Workshop

The 16th International workshop on Multi-scale (Un)-structured mesh numerical Modeling for coastal,
shelf, and global ocean dynamics (IMUM 2017) was held at Stanford University during August 29September 1, 2017. Following the tradition of alternating between Europe and North America every
year, IMUM 2016 was held at LEGOS Ocean Science Laboratory in Toulouse, and IMUM 2015 was
held at the Center for Coastal Margin Observation and Prediction (CMOP) in Portland, Oregon.
The IMUM workshops bring together researchers working on the development and implementation
of multiscale methods for simulation of oceanic processes over a wide range of scales ranging from
global ocean modeling to small-scale, nonhydrostatic modeling. Although unstructured grids are
ideally suited to multiscale ocean modeling problems, the workshop also includes discussion of the
application of multiscale structured grid methods (such as model nesting, quad/oct-tree methods,
and adaptive mesh refinement). Topics range from the application of multiscale models to numerical
methods and computational algorithms, as well as grid generation, graphical visualization, data
analysis, and implementation of software packages.
Financial support for the workshop was provided in part by Stanford’s Civil and Environmental Engineering Department as well as the Institute for Computational and Mathematical Engineering (ICME).
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ReNUWIt is the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded Engineering
Research Center (ERC) for Re-inventing the Nation’s Urban Water
Infrastructure. Launched in 2011, ReNUWIt is the first ERC dedicated to
civil infrastructure and water systems. ReNUWIt encompasses a diverse
team of researchers who collaborate with entrepreneurs and practitioners
on innovative solutions for urban water infrastructure challenges.

ReNUWit
The ReNUWIt Research
Experience for Undergraduates
(REU) Program
The ReNUWIt Research Experience
for Undergraduates (REU) Program
provided 10 weeks of mentored
research over the summer in
ReNUWIt labs at Stanford,
UC-Berkeley, Colorado School of
Mines, and New Mexico State
University. In 2017, REU received
approximately 200 applications
for 16 positions. The 16 REUs study
at colleges and universities across
the United States. Two of the REUs
are based at Stanford: Megan
Houlihan (University of Maryland
at College Park) worked in Professor
Scott Fendorf’s lab under the
mentorship of graduate students
Sarah Fakhreddine and Randall
Holmes, and Trenton Saunders
(UCLA) worked in Professor Bill
Mitch’s lab under the mentorship
of postdoctoral scholar, Dr. Brad
Chuang.
Three ReNUWIt Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU)
participants — Jennifer Feigin,
Elliot McCandless, and Conner
Murray — were featured in a threeminute Science Nation video (for
more info, search “renuwit” at
https://www.nsf.gov), alongside
professors John McCray and
Junko Munakata-Marr. The video
is part of the NSF’s on-line science
magazine. In addition to the REU
Program, the video highlights the
ReNUWIt testbed at Mines Park.

All 16 of the REUs traveled to
Stanford June 21-24 to participate
in an all-REU meeting on campus.
The program included professional
development workshops, a
discussion with ReNUWIt Director,
Professor Dick Luthy, laboratory
tours, team-building events, and
a tour of the Codiga Resource
Recovery Center. At the end of the
summer, participants gave 10minute oral research presentations
and submitted extended abstracts
and summary slides. A gallery of
ReNUWIt REU Program alumni and
their abstracts and summary slides
can be viewed in the REU Program
section of the ReNUWIt website.

Infrastructure
In October 2016, construction
was completed on the Codiga
Resource Recovery Center (CR2C).
The CR2C will serve as a testbed
for multiple technologies developed by ReNUWIt, its IAB partners
and other innovators. The center,
which was funded in part through
a gift to Stanford University, is a
key element of ReNUWIt’s strategy
to translate its research into
practice. Technologies currently
being tested include the new
Staged Anaerobic Fluidized-Bed
Membrane Bioreactor (SAF-MBR) —
a technology that plays a key role
in ReNUWIt’s efforts to advance
energy and resource recovery from
municipal wastewater — and the
BioCHARGE geomedia system for
stormwater treatment.

CR2C will accelerate the
deployment and adoption of
innovative water technologies
by demonstrating them at
credible scale, and reduce
barriers to adoption by providing
a low-risk, objective environment where stakeholders can
assess the performance of new
approaches for urban water
management. In addition to
providing a venue for research
and development, CR2C draws
attention to ReNUWIt’s vision for
reinventing urban water systems
and provides educational
experiences for K-12 students,
university students and water
professionals.
Technology Translation
In March 2017, ReNUWIt researchers
and the Southern California Water
Committee organized a meeting of
22 leaders representing six major
Southern California water utilities
to discuss a ReNUWIt-developed
decision-support tool that facilitates the planning of groundwater
recharge projects that infiltrate
stormwater and recycled water at
the same location.
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BELOW LEFT: Richard Luthy, Tom Zigterman

and Craig Criddle paved the way for
the Codiga Resource Recovery Center
at Stanford.
BELOW: The completed SAF-MBR system

at CR2C is currently undergoing startup testing.

The combined operation takes
advantage of unused recharge
capacity in existing spreading
basins. ReNUWIt’s tool will allow
water planners to identify optimal
system designs with greater
certainty and comprehensiveness.
ReNUWIt grew its industry
support to expand its modeling
and analysis of these groundwater
recharge systems beyond the
City of Los Angles to the Greater
Los Angeles region that serves
10 million residents.
In addition to building support
for the application of ReNUWIt’s
tool, the meeting promoted a
systems-level vision for enhancing
urban water resilience through
integrated reuse of stormwater
and recycled water. The tool
enables water planners to make
informed decisions about their
options for meeting water needs
using local supplies.

A Living Levee that Protects
Coastal Communities and
Improves Water Quality
In the Spring of 2016, a team that
included ReNUWIt researchers,
industrial advisory board members
from the Bay Area Clean Water
Agencies (BACWA), consulting
engineers and non-governmental
organizations opened a valve that
introduced municipal wastewater
effluent into the subsurface of
a series of wetland cells. The
Horizontal Levee (also known as
the Living Levee) is a new approach
for removing nitrate and other
contaminants from wastewater
effluent while simultaneously
creating a wedge of land that can
protect flood control levees from
storm surges. The $5.3 million test
facility (more info at http://oroloma.
org/horizontal-levee-project),
which is located in San Lorenzo,
CA was built with funds from the
utility and an integrated water

resources planning grant administered by the San Francisco Estuary
Partnership. The design team received the 2017 “Bay Hero” award
from The Bay Institute (more info
at http://thebayinstitute.org/page/
detail/16543).
The project provides a new strategy
for addressing threats posed by
sea-level rise, nutrient pollution
and the disappearance of habitat.
The test facility will provide important data on the design, operation
and maintenance of full-scale
horizontal levees. By engaging with
community members, elected
officials and government agencies,
the team is diffusing the technology
in the region and introducing this
innovation to cities in regions facing
similar issues.
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Student Work
ASC
CONSTRUCTION
COMPETITION
2017
Every year, Stanford sends one to
two teams of students to the
annual construction competition
hosted by the Associated Schools
of Construction in Sparks, Nevada.
Though it’s technically a regional
conference, the famously competitive western region attracts
competitors from across the
country —this year featured schools
from Alabama, Illinois, and Florida.
This year also saw Stanford
claiming victory in the Integrated
Project Delivery category thanks
to an impressive effort from last
year’s team members and the
dedication of several experienced
coaches.
Last year saw a drastic change in
the rules of the competition, which
usually required teams to write
up a bid proposal for a modified
real-world project in the 18 hours
of competition. However, the judges
mixed it up in 2016 by throwing
in an untraditional contract type:
an integrated form of agreement
(IFOA), and the Stanford team had
trouble making up for a gap in
knowledge for this project type.
In response to this change, the

coaches trained the 2017 team
with more rigor and comprehensive construction know-how than
in previous years to ensure they
were prepared.

Most significantly, they included
two more industry coaches to
train them in the months leading
up to the competition, which
made all the difference in
providing exhaustingly condensed
crash courses in scheduling,
estimating, contract structures,
and general construction
management principles. This,
combined with the metacompetition between the two
years’ Stanford teams serving
to motivate them even more,
clearly contributed to both
teams’ solid preparation leading
into the event this year.
When the competition came, the
judges turned the formula on its
head yet again, tasking the teams
with solving a list of ten specific
problems on a hypothetical project
already several months into the
design phase — over budget and
behind schedule. The judges had
perhaps too much fun role-playing
as angry and frustrated project
owners and representatives, eager

to interrupt students during the
interviews and call out questionable
details in the report. The student
teams were challenged in unique
ways reflective of problems occasionally experienced in real-world
industry work. Fortunately, thanks
to their tireless efforts, both teams
performed terrifically (one even
taking home the first place trophy)!
Not yet ready to welcome any
well-deserved rest, however, the
coaches and students met just
a week after the competition to
thoroughly reflect on the year
as a whole and how to improve.
As a result, several of the students
who will still be on The Farm this
year are already looking forward
to identifying and training the
next cohort of Stanford competitors
for the 2018 ASC competition: a
student-driven enthusiasm which
forms the literal foundation of the
Stanford construction program’s
continued success.
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The ASC Team 2 members:
BACK ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brian Sedar
(Faculty advisor), Afolabi Sanusi,
George Korakitis, Vardhan Vankayalapati, Darryl Goodson (Coach)
FRONT ROW, LEFT TO RIGHT: Kelly Olson,
Arnaud Dusser, and Mary Haywood

SEISMIC DESIGN TEAM WINS 2ND
AT EERI ANNUAL MEETING
The 14th annual Earthquake Engineering Research Institute Undergraduate
Seismic Design Competition took place March 7-10, 2017 in Portland, Oregon,
held in conjunction with the EERI Annual Meeting. Thirty-four teams, both
national and international, were invited to participate.
The design prompt was to create a proposal for a multi-use high rise in
Portland’s rapidly developing Pearl District, featuring an atrium and a green
roof and capable of withstanding earthquakes as strong as those that the
nearby Cascadia Subduction Zone can produce. The teams constructed 5-ft
tall model towers out of balsa wood, seeking to produce the most efficient,
seismically sound, and architecturally appealing designs. During the competition,
teams gave presentations describing their towers’ key structural features
and contribution to the Portland cityscape, displayed posters promoting the
tower, and — the main event — tested the structures. After being loaded with
about 25 lbs of dead load, the towers were put on a shake table and subjected
to three simulated earthquakes of increasing intensity, prepared by the EERI
SLC. Tower performance during the ground motions was judged based on peak
roof acceleration and drift.
Stanford’s Arcs.V Tower survived all three ground motions with the seventhlowest seismic cost among all the towers. The team also placed second in
design proposal and first in presentation. With all scoring elements considered,
Stanford placed second in the final rankings after Cornell University.

The team members
who traveled
to Portland for
competition are:
Evelyn Li (captain),
Andrea Mosqueda,
Aubrey Kingston,
Brandon Cortez,
Josiah Clark,
Nikhil Chaudhuri,
Sam Schreiber,
Tim Ngo, and
graduate student
advisor Amory Martin.
The rest of the team
consists of:
Chloe Wiggins,
Erick Blankenberg,
Kutay Serova,
Natalie Ferrante, and
Sarah Tieu.
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STUDENT WORK / CONTINUED

SUS STOCKTON
Stanford Engineering students
teamed up with city officials and
community leaders in Stockton,
CA to design a plan to revive
an economically depressed
neighborhood through a mixeduse housing development.
The students faced real world
constraints: They would have to
keep costs low enough so that
apartments would be affordable
to people with extremely low
incomes, a difficult hurdle even
with government subsidies.
At the same time, the plan had
to be attractive and practical

enough to attract solid commercial
tenants and investors.
In May, this student-conceived
plan won Bank of America Merrill
Lynch’s annual Low Income
Housing Challenge, a 25-year-old
design competition that is judged
by experts in affordable housing,

architecture and finance. The
design and plan grew out of a yearlong project-based course series
offered through CEE’s Sustainable
Urban Systems Initiative, fostering
a cross-disciplinary approach
integrating engineering and
architectural design.

CEE Faculty

BACK ROW: Jack Baker, Sarah Billington, Nicholas Ouellette, Michael Lepech, Richard Luthy, Oliver Fringer,

Rishee Jain, Alfred Spormann, David Freyberg
FRONT ROW: James Leckie, Lynn Hildemann, Christian Linder, John Barton, Alexandria Boehm, Mark Jacobson,
Kincho Law, Craig Criddle, Leonard Ortolano, Gregory Deierlein, Ram Rajagopal, Gill Masters, Jenna Davis,
Jeffrey Koseff, Anne Kiremidjian
NOT PICTURED: Ronaldo Borja, Martin Fischer, Catherine Gorle, Peter Kitanidis, Ray Levitt, Eduardo Miranda,
William Mitch, Stephen Monismith
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Powernet
Earlier this year, a team co-led by Professor
Ram Rajagopal was pleased to be one
of 12 groups from across the US receiving
funding from the federal Energy Department’s Advanced Research Projects AgencyEnergy (ARPA-E), through their newest
program called Network Optimized Distributed Energy Systems, or NODES.
Professor Rajagopal is the co-Principal Investigator at Stanford for the
development of Powernet, an open-source and open architecture platform
for scalable and secure coordination of consumer flexible load and DERs.
Powernet will be based on the principle of connecting information networks
to the power network (connecting bits and watts). It uses a layered architecture
that enables real-time coordination of centralized resources with millions
of DERs by integrating embedded sensing and computing, power electronics,
and networking with cloud computing.

Powernet will
be based on
the principle
of connecting
information
networks to the
power network
(connecting
bits and watts).

The team will develop a Home Hub system capable of networking with existing
inverters and appliances and controlling power via smart switches that
replace traditional fuses. They are developing a cloud-based cloud coordinator
platform that executes optimization and monitoring functions to coordinate
Home Hubs by minimizing costs while increasing aggregate consumer qualityof-service. The Powernet team will test a prototype system in laboratory
conditions and in homes located on a California Navy base.

Designing and
Operating Future Grids:
Higher resolution
models to fully utilize
resources and improve
planning, adaptive
learning in future
control and optimization,
and autonomous
operations to rapidly
enable scaling

If successful, Powernet will have contributed significantly to resolving the
challenges the US faces regarding energy consumption, management and grid
performance maintenance. This is a joint project between Stanford University
and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). Two laboratories will
be used as sites to develop the individual pieces of the system and simulate
a number of homes with their actual loads and DERs. One of the labs is near
completion on the main campus in the Y2E2 building, and the other lab will
be located within the Smart Grid Lab on the SLAC campus.
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New Faculty

CATHERINE GORLE
Fluid mechanics is fundamentally
important to several aspects of the
design of sustainable and resilient
urban environments. The flow pattern
in an urban canopy for example
determines pedestrian wind comfort,
thermal comfort, air quality, optimal
building ventilation strategies, and wind
loads on buildings. Computational
fluid dynamics provides a unique tool
to study these problems because it
provides a complete solution for the
flow field in complex configurations.
The challenge is that these simulations
are a model of reality, and the accuracy
of the results can depend strongly on
the modeling choices made by the
designer or engineer. The corresponding
lack of confidence in the simulation
outcome complicates using the results
as a basis for design decisions. My
research aims to develop modeling
frameworks that can quantify the
uncertainty in the simulation results.

The goal is to provide
designers and policy
makers with information
that is sufficiently accurate to support optimal
design of sustainable
building and cities.
Field measurements of the wind flow
and pollutant transport in urban
canopies are essential to support the
development and validation of our

modeling frameworks. A lot of our work
focuses on identifying what causes
the biggest discrepancies between
simulations and measurements. This
guides us towards what we have to
do to improve the model. In the past,
we have worked with field data
available from literature. Now that
I am at Stanford, there are exciting
new opportunities to gather our own
measurement data for new test cases.
The campus itself is a small urban area
that provides a very flexible environment for field experiments. This past
summer, we have installed measurement
sensors around the engineering quad
to measure the wind magnitude and
direction in different locations. The data
we’re gathering supports validation of
our simulations of the wind flow on the
engineering quad. We’re also exploring
methodologies that incorporate the
sensor measurements in the simulation
framework to improve the predictions.
The Yang and Yamazaki Environment
and Energy Building (Y2E2) building,
where our department is housed, is
an ideal test case for research on natural
ventilation. The building’s hallways and
lounges are connected to four atria
that provide cooling using a night flush:
cool air enters through mechanically
operated windows on the first through
third floors and drives out warmer air
through louvers at the top of each atrium.
The Center for Integrated Facility
Engineering (CIFE) supports our research
on modeling this night flush. Temperature sensors placed throughout the
building provide the measurements
we need for validation.
The primary challenge with modeling
natural ventilation is that the flow and
heat transfer phenomena are strongly
influenced by the building’s highly
variable and uncertain operating
conditions. Ignoring or underestimating
the effect of these uncertainties in
the design process translates into a
risk of failing to meet thermal comfort
and air quality criteria. By quantifying
these uncertainties in our models, we
can effectively mitigate this risk and

enable the design of smart systems
that can compensate for variability in
operating conditions over the building’s
lifespan. Promoting the more widespread implementation if natural
ventilation could result in considerable
energy savings: around 40% of the total
US energy consumption is in residential
and commercial buildings, and efficient
natural ventilation strategies could save
10% to 30% of that energy consumption.
Natural ventilation can also impact
health. This is the focus of a multidisciplinary project funded by the Woods
Institute. We are working with Stephen
Luby, a professor of medicine, and his
team to investigate if improved ventilation in slum housing in Bangladesh can
decrease the occurrence of pulmonary
disease in children. Our modeling will
support quantifying the improvement
in ventilation rates for different window
configurations, such that these can
be correlated with health outcomes.
Understanding the effect of variability
in local conditions such as wind and
temperature on the ventilation rates
will be important to interpret the results
of the health outcome study. Professor
Luby has a field team in Bangladesh that
is performing ventilation measurements
in a variety of homes, and we will use
this data to validate and inform our
modeling strategies.
The resources to support multidisciplinary research at Stanford are
extremely valuable. By crossing the
boundaries of my own discipline, there
is a real opportunity to increase the
relevance and impact of my research.
We also seek out interactions and
discussions with the engineers who use
simulations in the design process. By
exchanging ideas and understanding
where their main challenges are today,
we can identify the most relevant
problems and the most efficient solutions. To achieve our goal of supporting
the design of sustainable buildings
and cities, we have to make sure that
our research gets implemented in the
real world.
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RISHEE JAIN
My research looks at how you can use
data to understand interactions
between people, buildings, and energy
systems. My students and I study
these interactions specifically in cities,
which, given the ongoing phenomenon
of urbanization around the world,
will play an increasingly prominent
role in the challenges we face and the
solutions we need to develop.
To find ways that civil engineering can
meet these challenges, we use data
from three different sources. First are
the data from things like smart meters
that measure what’s actually going
on, on the ground. The second data
stream comes from remote sensing,
such as video images, even things like
social media that can help us collect
data from afar. And then we use a third
data stream that we call organic data,
which includes data that cities already
collect by themselves. Permit data,
tax records, parking tickets — these
documentation systems have a lot of
information embedded in them.
In other fields the end users may be
industry or other parts of the private
sector, but for us it’s really municipal
governments. We help them make
better decisions to operate their cities
more efficiently, reduce environmental
emissions, and improve the quality
of life for their citizens. We can do this
very locally — we have a project now

11

in Palo Alto, California — but we also
seek to impact urban management
in the developing world. We do some
work in Dharavi, the largest slum in Asia,
in Mumbai, India that aims to understand the energy burdens of inhabitants.
We’ve been able to show that following
the redevelopment plans city governments are formulating now would
increase the burden for energy usage
for the inhabitants of proposed
buildings. We try to influence their
policy and regulatory guidelines so
that thoughtful changes — a reliance
on passive cooling versus active
cooling, for example — result in more
sustainable development as well as
a better quality of life for their people.
We encounter some skepticism until
we can demonstrate what impact the
tools and changes we propose will
have in the long-term, then people get
excited about it.

What if we could
design cities that are
incredible to live in,
but also have a low
environmental impact?
We start by looking
at human systems,
natural systems, like
the atmosphere
and energy, and of
course built systems —
roads, buildings,
infrastructure—then we
develop a framework
to analyze the interactions
between them.
The reality is, in a city, if you make a
change to a road it’s going to have in
impact on emissions, it’s going to have

an impact on how people shop in one
area, so you have to understand how
you would model those impacts.
Understanding how these systems
interact — how engineering improvements in one system can generate
improvements in another, how
sustainability concatenates out to a
whole population — helps us develop
solutions holistically. I think that’s
what it is to be a modern engineer.
What drove me to be an engineer is
that I really enjoy solving problems.
I spent some time as a consultant,
working two years in industry before
returning to academia. What I found
is that some of the most challenging
problems are going to require some
component of engineering. Whether
you’re talking about solving world
hunger, or mitigating climate change —
engineers will play a vital role in trying
to solve the world’s biggest, most
intractable problems.
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Alexandria Boehm

When I first started at Stanford, my research focused mainly on
coastal water quality. I am interested in the sources of different
contaminants in the ocean, what processes occur that change
their concentrations, and how human health is impacted after
exposure to those pollutants. I continue to work on coastal
water quality, but I have branched out into other areas as well.
For example, I study water and sanitation in developing countries, more specifically pathogens in household environments
in Africa and Southeast Asia. I also study how we can use
environmental DNA or eDNA to detect fish in the ocean. There
is overlap between these areas of research, whether it’s the
actual pollutant being a pathogen or the technology we use to
measure what we’re looking for.
In October 2017, I was invited to give a seminar at University
of Notre Dame in their Challenges and Innovations seminar
series. The seminars are meant to inspire undergraduates in
civil and environmental engineering. I called my presentation:
“Save the Ocean: Engineering and Applied Science to Improve
Ocean Health,” and it encapsulated much of my work in the
oceans: I apply quantitative methods to study environmental
problems in the ocean with the ultimate goal being to protect
human health and improve technologies to understand how
humans impact ecosystems.
Being a professor at Stanford is great for so many reasons.
First, there are many opportunities to engage in interdisciplinary
work at Stanford. These opportunities have allowed me to bring
my skills to bear on many important environmental problems.
Also, the students and post docs that are at Stanford are
fabulous. When I was a Ph.D. student my advisor said, “The
greatest sign of your success is if your students are smarter than
you and are doing better work.” I like to think of that quote from
him now as I see the achievements of my students. Some are
now working at research institutions like EAWAG in Switzerland
and MBARI in Monterey Bay, others are working at consulting
companies, some for government agencies like CDC and EPA,
and some are professors at universities like SUNY Buffalo, UC
Santa Barbara, and Tufts. And another great thing about being
a professor at Stanford is the fabulous group of colleagues I
have around me. For example, I have had a lot of fun working
with Jenna Davis. She and I have conducted research together
in Tanzania, and we have co-taught a few classes. The most
recent class we co-taught was called “Climate, water, and
health”. This was a class that explored what we do and do not
know about the effects of climate change on human health as
mediated by water.

I like to do research that can result in real world actions. We
call this “impact science.” In order to do impact science, you
have to cultivate relationships with the people who are writing
policies or laws, and working in the field. You have to understand their needs and fill in the gaps in their knowledge and
understanding. As an example, I am working on improving
the standards for ocean water quality at California beaches.
If you pay attention the next time you are at the beach, you
may see a creek, river or storm drain that is discharging into
the ocean. Sometimes the water can have sewage in it. And
sewage contains pathogens that make swimmers or surfers sick.
Counties and cities along the coast have to monitor beach
water to make sure that pathogen levels are not too high. They
use fecal indicator bacteria concentrations to make that
assessment. The most popular beaches are tested every day,
but most are tested weekly. If the levels go above a certain
threshold, officials are required by law to post a sign that reads:
“Warning: contact with ocean water may cause illness.” Right

I like to do research that can result in real
world actions. We call this “impact science.”
In order to do impact science, you have to
cultivate relationships with the people who are
writing policies or laws, and working in the field.
You have to understand their needs and fill in the
gaps in their knowledge and understanding.
now there is no stipulation in the laws governing beach water
quality monitoring about the time of day that samples should
be collected. But we know that concentrations of fecal bacteria
and pathogens are really affected by sunlight intensity — so
depending on the time of day a sample is collected from the
beach, it may have vastly different concentrations of these
organisms. I’m trying to do a lot of outreach about this issue
with beach managers. Recently the California Ocean Plan was
changed and they asked for public comment, and I remarked
that it needs to be explicit in the plan that samples must be
taken first thing in the morning. So that’s one area where I hope
my research can impact policy in a meaningful way. We’ll see
what happens.
The things I’m most excited about in the upcoming year?
It’s nerdy, but I’m working with two students on a systematic
review of inactivation rates of pathogens in water. I’ve had
to read about 5000 papers and some of them are super old.
It’s interesting to see how scientists and engineers used to do
experiments and how publication standards have dramatically
changed. I am also excited to participate in the Stanford Bing
Overseas Program in Santiago, Chile in 2019. My family and I
will live in Santiago in Spring 2019 where I will teach a course
called “Urban Water.”
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FACULTY AWARDS
John Barton, Senior Lecturer and
Director of the Architectural Design
Program, was selected as one of twelve
school-wide winners of the 2017 Tau
Beta Pi Teaching Honor Roll to recognize
engineering instructors for excellent
teaching, commitment to students,
and great mentoring.
Professor Alexandria Boehm was
awarded the 2016 ASCE Walter L. Huber
Civil Engineering Research Prize for
exemplary research for improving engineering practice and regulatory policies
for the protection of public health from
exposure to water-borne pathogens in
developed and developing countries.
The prize is awarded annually by the
American Society of Civil Engineers’
Committee on Technical Advancement.
The selection committee made particular
note of Boehm’s standing as one of the
most productive researchers in the field
of environmental engineering today.
Professor Gregory Deierlein received
ASCE’s 2016 Moisseiff Award for the
co-authored paper, “Quasi-Static Cyclic
Behavior of Controlled Rocking Steel
Frames,” published in the November 2014
issue of Journal of Structural Engineering.
The award, established by the American
Society of Civil Engineers in 1947, is a
memorial in recognition of the accomplishments of Leon S. Moisseiff, M.ASCE,
a notable contributor to the science and
art of structural design.
Also in 2016, Deierlein was inducted into
the Academy of Distinguished Alumni by
the Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Professor Martin Fischer is the 2017
recipient of the American Society of Civil
Engineers Peurifoy Construction Research
Award in recognition of his outstanding
contribution to the advancement of construction engineering through research

STAFF AWARDS
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
STAFF SERVICE AWARDS

Every year the School of Engineering
recognizes staff members for their
outstanding contributions to the mission
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and development of new technology,
principles, or practice. He was acknowledged “for his leadership of research,
education and outreach that have
advanced the adoption and use of digital
building information models to enhance
the life-cycle sustainability of U.S. and
international buildings and infrastructure.”
Professor Anne Kiremidjian was awarded
the Structural Health Monitoring Lifetime
Achievement Award at the 11th International Workshop on Structural Health
Monitoring on September 13, 2017.
This prestigious award honors an individual in the SHM community who has
championed Structural Health Monitoring
over their career by advancing the stateof-the-art through their meritorious
accomplishments in research, applications,
education or sponsorship of the discipline.
The SHM Lifetime Achievement Award
recipient is selected by a committee of
researchers, educators and practicing
scientists and engineers and is sponsored
by Boeing.
Professor Jeff Koseff was one of three
recently honored with Sustainable
Stanford Awards for their efforts to reduce
the university’s environmental footprint.
Koseff co-founded the Woods Institute, a
founding member of the Sustainability
Working Group, and a driving force behind
the design of Y2E2, which is among the
most sustainable lab buildings on campus.
Koseff was praised for his “inspirational
ideas, compassionate demeanor, implementation acumen and depth of experience,” which “makes him one of the most
influential change makers in sustainability
legacy at Stanford University from any
vantage point.”
Professor Kincho H. Law has been elected
as an American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Fellow. This prestigious
title has been awarded to approximately
3% of the members of ASME. Law has
outstanding accomplishments in three
distinct fields. First, he is a world-renowned

of the school. This year’s winners included
two members of CEE’s administrative
staff, who were selected from an extremely
competitive group of nominees. The
School of Engineering Staff Service Awards
honor staff members based on nominations by faculty, students, and staff
colleagues.

expert and pioneer in engineering and
legal informatics. Second, he has made
significant contributions to software
interoperability and service integration.
Third, he has carried out seminal research
in the field of machine learning and smart
manufacturing. Additionally, in 2017 he
was elected Distinguished Member in the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
Professor Raymond Levitt was awarded
the Project Management Institute’s 2017
Scholar Practitioner Award. The award
recognizes an individual or group of individuals for excellence in the conduct or
advancement of academic research and
the adoption or adaptation of research into
practice. Founded in 1969, PMI comprises
for more than 2.9 million professionals
working in nearly every country in the world
through global advocacy, collaboration,
education and research.
Assistant Professor Christian Linder
received the 2016 ICCM Young Investigator
Award from the International Conference
on Computational Methods. The award
recognizes outstanding accomplishments
through published papers by researchers
of 40 years old or younger.
Professor Emeritus Perry McCarty was
inducted as a “Stanford Engineering Hero”
in October, 2016 at an event recognizing
his field-defining work in environmental
biotechnology, forming the basis for smallscale and large-scale pollution control as
well as safe drinking water systems
Perry L. McCarty joined Stanford University
in 1962 to develop the environmental
engineering and science program. From
1980 to 1985 he department chairman, and
from 1989 to 2002 he served as director of
the Western Region Hazardous Substance
Research Center. In addition to more than
300 publications, he is coauthor of the
textbooks Chemistry for Environmental
Engineering and Science and Environmental Biotechnology – Principles and
Applications.

Brenda Sampson, Student Services
Manager, received the Service Award
in recognition of her qualities as Good
Samaritan and her commitment to
customer service.
Racquel Hagen, Center Administrator at
the John A. Blume Earthquake Engineering
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Center, received the Efficiency Award,
which recognizes cost saving, efficiency
or sustainability contributions.

KAY BRADLEY AWARD

Selection is based on letters of support
submitted by students. This year, the
Dean’s office selected two winners,
both from CEE!

The Kay Bradley Award recognizes a staff
member in the School of Engineering who
serves students with professionalism,
friendliness, integrity, and devotion.

Jill Filice, our student services specialist,
was described by students as helpful,
caring, attentive, patient, knowledgeable,
a wonderful resource, unbelievably kind,

STUDENT
SPOTLIGHT

His proposed infrastructure innovation,
“Aquacharge,” is an optimization tool for
enhancing water resiliency and sustainability by using stormwater and recycled
wastewater to augment groundwater
recharge.

Iro Armeni, a PhD student in the
Sustainable Design and Construction
program, was awarded a 2017 Google
PhD Fellowship in Machine Perception.
This honor was given to only 33 recipients from North America, Europe and
the Middle East — two of which are
from Stanford this year.
Armeni’s interdisciplinary research
combines Civil Engineering and Computer
Vision to focus on understanding
semantics in building life cycles and
functional accordances using RGB
and depth data. Her doctoral work is
supervised by Martin Fischer (Civil and
Environmental Engineering, CIFE) and
Silvio Savarese (Computer Science
Department, Computational Vision and
Geometry Lab).
Prior to enrolling in the PhD program at
Stanford, Armeni received a MEng in Architecture and Digital Design (University
of Tokyo, 2011), a MSc in Computer
Science (Ionian University, 2013), and
a Diploma in Architectural Engineering
(National Technical University of Athens,
2009). She has also worked as an architect and consultant in both the private
and public sectors.
The Google PhD Fellowship Program
was started in 2009 to recognize
outstanding graduate students doing
exceptional work in computer science
and related research areas. Now in its
eighth year, the fellowship program has
supported hundreds of future faculty,
industry researchers, innovators and
entrepreneurs.
Jon Bradshaw, a PhD student working
with Professor Dick Luthy, received the
award for Overall Best Student Innovation
at the 2017 Engineers Innovation Contest,
sponsored by the Industry Leaders Council
of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Jon’s submittal also received awards
for Most Efficient for Green Engineering,
and Best Value for Resiliency.
The ASCE Innovation Contest was
developed as a part of The ASCE Grand
Challenge and is a springboard for
forward-looking infrastructure ideas.
The contest is an avenue to transform
our nation’s infrastructure and brings
together the best ideas, projects, and
theories for how to build a better future.
PhD student Kimberly Parker was
selected to receive the 2017 Paul V.
Roberts/AEESP Outstanding Doctoral
Dissertation Award recognizing her PhD
dissertation work on “Contribution of
halides to photochemical reactions
in estuaries and coastal water.” This
prestigious award recognizes Parker for
completing a top dissertation in the
environmental science and engineering
field during 2016.
Parker has been a PhD student in the
Professor William Mitch’s lab since 2011.
She is from Chicago, IL, and received her
B.S. in Civil Engineering from University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and
an M.S. in Environmental Engineering
from Yale University. Her thesis work
focuses on characterizing photochemical
processes in the marine and estuarine
environment. In addition to her primary
thesis work, Kim has explored how
hydraulic fracturing can impact downstream drinking water quality in a
collaborative project with Prof. Avner
Vengosh at Duke University.
Parker will join the faculty at Washington
University in St. Louis as an assistant
professor on January 1, 2018.

and awesome.
And Pamela McLeod, education and
outreach manager for the NSF Center
for the Renewal of America’s Urban
Water Infrastructure, was chosen
because of her positive attitude,
creativity, and dedication.

PhD student Caroline Nowacki received
a Stanford Centennial TA Award for
her contribution to the Civil and Environmental Engineering classes Entrepreneurship and Global Project Finance.
The award recognizes outstanding
teaching assistants for their dedication
in providing excellent classroom
instruction for Stanford students.
Administered by the Office of the Vice
Provost for Teaching & Learning, the
recipients of the award are selected
from a wide range of individuals throughout the Schools of Humanities and
Sciences, Earth Sciences, and Engineering.
VPTL hosted the annual award ceremony
in June 2017 and presented Caroline with
a stipend and a certificate recognizing
her efforts.
Daniel W. Smith was awarded a National
Defense Science and Engineering
Graduate Fellowship. The NDSEG Fellowship is a highly competitive, portable
fellowship that is awarded to U.S. citizens
and nationals who intend to pursue a
doctoral degree in one of fifteen supported
disciplines. NDSEG confers high honors
upon its recipients, and allows them to
attend whichever U.S. institution they
choose.
Daniel is a PhD student in the Environmental Engineering and Sciences program
at Stanford working with Professor
Jenna Davis in the Poop Group. He holds
a BS in Civil & Environmental Engineering
from Cornell University and an MSc in
Water, Sanitation, and Health Engineering
from the University of Leeds, UK. Daniel
has worked in environmental remediation
in the US and managed water, sanitation,
and hygiene programs in Latin America
and Africa, including extended residence
in Honduras, Peru, Mexico, and The
Gambia. He is particularly interested in
how models for water and sanitation
service provision relate to their health
and socioeconomic impacts.
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UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH PROGRAM

summer session based on a competitive
application process.

CEE offers an undergraduate research
program thanks to funding provided
by Stanford’s Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education. The program
supports full-time research during

This year, students produced a total
of 14 projects with topics ranging from
microplastics transport in our oceans,
biodegradable scaffolds for stormwater
pollutant removal, and measuring

ALUMNI
SPOTLIGHT

In the 1970s environmental engineering
had peaked. The federal government
gave you a lot of money and all of the
treatment plants were upgraded. Today,
all of the plants are old and tired. The
technology is still in the 20th century.
There’s no money and the outlook is
dismal. But technology is being developed.
Researchers at Stanford are doing good
work, but people outside of this circle
don’t know. I’m working with the Codiga
Resource Recovery Center at Stanford, a
facility whose purpose is to demonstrate
the scalability of promising wastewater
treatment technologies and help spur
innovation in this area, to help raise
awareness for this project among
wastewater professionals. I would urge
anyone in the water industry, water
and wastewater agencies, consultants,
environmental groups and nonprofit
foundations to read up on projects like
the Codiga Resource Recovery Center.
We have to start educating ourselves
and our children so that we can create a
movement to protect our environment.
With climate change, it’s urgent. There
will be a crisis if nothing changes.

OLIVIA CHEN, MS ’65, CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Being an engineer doesn’t mean you’re
limited to engineering. You do management and strategy too. It’s not a limiting
profession. It’s as broad as anything else.
I started working in 1965, right when I
got my master’s degree from Stanford.
I worked on anything to do with water:
water resources management and
wastewater treatment. I held a consulting
position with a prominent firm and stayed
there for 23 years. I experienced the whole
spectrum of engineering, from specification costs to design to management. After
23 years I was managing three offices for
the company. Then I decided to go into
business for myself, which I did until 2006.
Quite a few companies wanted to acquire
mine. So I sold it and stayed on with the
company as senior VP. At the beginning
of my career, I thought I would have
to hunch over a table and do design
calculations. But in the end, I did much
more than that. These days I’m working
on water recycling projects. One day we
will have to depend on our wastewater
as a major resource. In California we are
spoiled with all of the rivers around us
and the shipping of water from north to
south. The amount of water we use is
more than any other country on a per
person basis. We just turn on the tap and
flush without a second thought.

AYSE HORTACSU, BS ’00, MS ’02, CIVIL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

I work to make the world a safer place.
I’m on this planet to do some good.
Originally from Turkey, I was probably
born an engineer. Both of my parents are
engineering professors. I was raised in a
household with lots of math and science.
My mother has a PhD in engineering, so
it seemed perfectly normal for a woman
to be in engineering. Even so, it was a
long, winding path to civil engineering.
I originally was interested in archaeology
because in Turkey there are ruins every-

exposure to suspended particulates
for children crawling on dirt and
concrete floors.
You can view the students’ research
presentations on our website at https://
cee.stanford.edu/urp2017.

where. At first I didn’t want to be an
engineer and wanted to study archaeology.
But, it turns out I was more interested
in how the buildings were constructed
and what they looked like before they
collapsed. So then I thought, ‘I am strong
in math and science, so how do I combine everything?’ Civil engineering was a
natural fit. In 1999, during my junior year
at Stanford, a big earthquake hit Turkey
and 40,000 people died. I traveled to
Turkey, connected with some engineers,
and we drove around surveying the
damage for two weeks. It wasn’t official
reconnaissance, but we talked to a lot of
people and helped them. This solidified
my passion for earthquake engineering
and became the focus of my master’s
program as well.
Now, I work as director of projects for a
small nonprofit called Applied Technology
Council, or ATC. We take the research
that is being conducted at universities
and make sure that practitioners can use
it, by creating and managing the reports
that are the results of the research.
Eventually, these reports may find their
way into building codes that everyone
in the country might use. For example,
two weeks before the Loma Prieta
earthquake, ATC published a report that
describes post-earthquake safety evaluation methods for engineers and other
trained professionals for putting placards
on buildings: Red means ‘No, you can’t
come in’ or green: ‘This building has
been inspected.’ The methodology was
put to use in the immediate earthquake
response and now it’s being used worldwide. I can honestly say that the work
I am doing is directly contributing to
making the world a safer place.
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AHMAD WANI, MS ’15, CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

I think that engineers have a responsibility
to leverage scientific research and
technology to solve problems in the real
world. Man is the crown of creation,
and saving a life is the best thing anybody
can do.
I am from Kashmir in Northern India.
In 2005 we had a 7.5 magnitude earthquake and some 80,000 people died,
while 2.8 million were displaced. I was
17 when it happened. Ever since then,
I have devoted my time, my efforts,
my career to figuring out engineering
solutions during times of natural disasters. After studying civil engineering
in India I came to Stanford for my
Master’s and PhD.
In 2014 I went back to Kashmir to get
engaged. The day I arrived there was
a flood. About 85 percent of Kashmir
was under water, with some homes submerged up to three floors. It happened
quickly. I was one of the lucky ones, in
the right place at the right time. Most of
my family and friends were stranded.
Some people died of hunger. After the
fifth day houses started collapsing
because of the water pressure, which
they aren’t designed to withstand.
During this time there were 10 or 20
helicopters dispatched to rescue people.
Two million people were calling for help.
On my flight back to the U.S. I began
thinking about this problem. How do
emergency response units prioritize
their rescue efforts? Is it random? It’s not
that responders don’t want to rescue the
people who need it most, it’s just that
they have limited situational awareness.
That’s when I wondered if we could use
data-driven, scientific methods to figure
out who needs to be rescued. Then

another incident occurred that furthered
this idea. The day I arrived back in
California, I heard that there had been
a 6 magnitude earthquake in Napa.
It wasn’t a big deal, but I was curious
about it because I’m an earthquake
engineer. I read online that there wasn’t
much damage, but I did learn that tens
of thousands of 911 calls were made in
the first few minutes it hit. And the
responders go on a first-come, firstserved basis. It took them several days
to reach the last person. Then I found
out that the majority of the calls weren’t
even from the worst affected areas in
Napa County, because the network was
down there. It hit me: ‘Wait a second
– the responders were not even using
their resources on those most critically
in need!’ This was the same problem
that Kashmir had during the flood. That
is when I knew I needed to address this
problem through research.
At the end of my class CS 229: Machine
Learning there was a poster presentation. Professor Andrew Ng walks by my
poster and asks, ‘What is this map?’
I respond, ‘This is the map for building
damage after the Loma Prieta earthquake. Building inspectors went houseby-house and tagged the buildings. It
took them a year. This is the same map,
but we predicted it in three minutes.’
I had taken machine learning and
combined it with historical data of models
of how buildings have reacted to
earthquakes in the past. The output are
predictions that are available live and
at scale.
We took our idea to an emergency operation center in San Francisco. Their job
is to manage the movement of police,
paramedics, and firefighters. They didn’t
believe us when we showed them our
prediction tool. “This is magic,” they
said. It will change the way we have
been working for the past 30 years.”

LAURA MARINO, MS ’86, CIVIL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING;
MS ’98, MANAGEMENT SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

I believe engineering gives you the foundation to pursue your passion and add
value to the world on any path you choose.
I come from a family of engineers in
Colombia. My father was a civil engineer.
Two of my siblings and I are engineers.
I knew that I was going to go into
engineering, because I liked science.
I was always curious about how things
work, why things work. My engineering
background has allowed me to help
build products. But engineering is much
broader than that. As an engineer,
I have been able to move from something
quite technical, developing hydrologic
simulation models for reservoir operations,
to a business-focused role leading
product management at Intapp, a software
provider to the legal, accounting and
financial industries. Combining technology
and business is something engineers
are uniquely able to do.
I am concerned that fewer women are
currently going into engineering, probably
because of extreme stereotypes. For
example, in computer science, girls may
believe that being a computer scientist
means you are spending 24 hours a day
in front of a computer or playing video
games all of the time. But that’s not the
reality. If you study computer science,
you can move into product management,
business, whatever you want. I don’t
think girls see it that way. The more that
these stereotypes are in mainstream
media, like movies, the more girls are
going to look for other things to do.
I believe that women can play a significant
role in technology. In addition to my work
at Intapp, I am a board member for a
nonprofit called Leading Women in
Technology. This organization offers a
program to help women move forward in
their careers. It’s geared toward women
who have been in the workforce for a
bit, but now they feel like they need help
moving their careers forward, especially
in technology, which is a male-dominated
environment.

STAY CONNECTED
Please visit our website at cee.stanford.edu for updated information about the
department, including faculty, students, research programs, and teaching initiatives.
We welcome your suggestions regarding the department’s directions and activities
and encourage you to visit us on campus to learn more about our facilities and
programs firsthand.
We hope that you will remain an active member of the department’s alumni community
by keeping us apprised of your activities and whereabouts. You can log on to the
School of Engineering Alumni Update page to update your contact information or
send a note to cee-departmentchair@stanford.edu.
CEE
Y2E2, 473 Via Ortega, Room 311 		
Stanford, CA 94305 				
650-723-3074

CEE advances
education and
research in
engineering the
built and natural
environments,
fostering improved
urban resilience
and long-term
sustainability.

